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c&like Btcompositions cellular sets disjoint disks property 
intrinsic dimension secret dimension 
43 
J.‘w; f%knbn ‘iri. [3] b-r&uc;ed &e Dkjoint Discs Propem (DDP), a simple 
$k@e~” &&&keasures inrhether two niapS from a 2-cell into a 
@&n&~ by n&w maps having disjoint images. Cannon con@- 
tured that the DDP was that property which distinguished topOlogica1 manifolds 
Edwar& then proved the CelP-like 
ecture was true 
m to have intrirmic di 
oximatioa Theorem [ 121. Many of the results contained 
rtation completed under the 
celi-kike (CE) upper semi wus (use) decompositions 
ion of the basic properties 
itims of manifolds ee [ 11, [3] and [2]. Given swh a d&unpsi- 
the. topology induced by 
By [19, ps 931, (y, pip) is itself a complete separable metric space. ~,*’ . I * 1 * 
t ~ 
I . ” 8 8 A 
$.k. Let f be a map from X’into the mqtric stiace K Then f is said to ’ I 
tk’ &p$&ima6le”‘$y m&s g: (u.h@ &&&ing Mrtain properties) if for each e > 0 
the&&& s&h a m{pg : k * Y with pp(f, g) < E where 9’ is as above, ,l* ,> Y, I” 1 * 
IIbd&&m 1.i. ‘bt n be-a kE map from X on%o Y. ILet f be a map from a finite 
complex K into Y, Then maps F : IC: +X such that TT 0 F is an approximation to
f are called approximate lifts of f. 
Rewk 1,3, By [20, p. 5061, maps f as in Definition I.2 are approximable by 
maps n Q F where F is an approximate life of f. 
De@nMon 1.4. Let G be a CE USC decomposition f an n-manifold I’M. Then G is 
d-dimensional if n(Nc) has dimension d and is closedll -dimensional if the clo~rg: 
of ~r(Mc;i) has dimension d, The decomposition G is said to be seereetly d-dimensiona/ 
if w is approximable by CB maps p from 44 onto M/G with the dimension of 
p(iV,,) 6 d. G is said to be intrinsically d-dirncnsionai if it is secretly d-dimekional 
but not secretly d - 1 dimensional. 
DefWtiou l@$. A metric space X has property DDk, 2 s k c 00, (resp. DD,) if 
given L: > 0 and maps fi : I? * -+ X, 1 S i S k, (resp. i cE Z’), there exist maps f with 
p(fr, fit< E for each i and f$_, fi(B*) =0 (resg. nzl fi(B2j =4% 
RMIMW~ 1+6. Property DDP is the same as DDz. It is clear that DDk =+DDi for 
all j> k. 
The following technical lemmas will prove useful in the remaining sections. 
Lemma 1.8 was first pointed out to me by R.J. Daverman. 
Lemma 1.3, Let G be a CE USC’ decomposition of on n-manifold and A he a 
closed subset of M/G. Then W-~(A) satisfies DDk if and only if maps fi : B2+ 
M/G, 1 G i ss k, are qqmuimable by maps f; with [n:.., fi(B2)] rt A = 8. (Assume 
ula5). 
w that, for 
f*,...,fk:B*+ 
a-*(A). Ghsose 
that: 
Let ei be the Lebesgue number of the cover 
Dfi, j)). By [IS, Theorem 1.1], a1 can be chosen 
(iii) AB~ map of ci into M/G within 4, ~fftlc, is ei homotopic tofilq by a homotopy 
in{&, -. . J!ai et,. . . , go). Using (iii) and the fact that k-tuples of msps 
from B” irrrto MiG can be adjusted so 
A, ch &apptrmimatians A to the fi 
W 12 ~UI’)nA =0; and 
j-1 
that their images have intersection missing 
so that: 
Id) : E?*- 4 1-1 D&j) =fjB2- iljl D&j). j-l 
, there exist approximate lifts h; : B2 + M/n-‘(A) to the 6 so that P(hr, h;) < 
Ji(B2)~(pan-‘(A))*0. 
Since M/n - ‘(A) -- p Q Y’(A) is a manifold, a general position adjustment to
the h, ykkis e-approximations hi to the hi so that ($_ 1 hi (B2) = 0. This completes 
WC decomposition of an n-manifold M, n 5 5, such that 
secretly d-dimensional if and only if euch pair of maps 
is approximcrbk by p&s ( rI, 12) with the dimension of 
6 qq~ximate tifts kl and h2 to fi and ,fr (with respect o p) so that 
h~(B”)nh&3fj4 ti SO that p(goh,f,j& br e=1,2. Let h 
follows that fi and h are the required approximations. 
~~$Mmely, BQ~PU~ISQ! s&art 8pproxipations can be found as in the statement of the 
lemma. Let {fr, hr}~ bea countabk &mm subwt of the space of pairs of maps from 
Bzinto~/G..~~thout!oclsstgefflerality,foreach~,.~e~en~onof{~(~2)nh,(BZ)} 
is 6d. Let A =e’(JE, fi(B?)n,ht(BT). men A is a ddimensional 41, set, and so by 
(13, p. as], there~ex@ts a d-dimensional Gb set C, A c C, bt F be any compact 
subset in M/G-C’, Then Lemma 1.7 implies that M/nW*“(F) satisfies the DDP, 
and so by [12], p :M+ M/WY’(F) is approximable by homeomorphisms. Since 
M/G-C is an F, set, it then follows from 114, p. IS] that w : M + M/G is 
approximable by @. :maps 7~’ which are 1-1 over M/G - C. Thus, the dimension 
of a’(&) is sd. 
CoroIky 1.9* Let G ,be a CE USC decomposition of an n-manifold M, n 2 5, such 
that Mf G is an ANR. Let A be a closed subset of M/G. Then Mf K’(A) is secretly 
d-dimensional if and only if each pair of maps (f 1, f2) from B2 into M/G is 
approximable by pairs (!I, fi) with the dimension of il(B2) n{&?) n A =G d. 
pnraf. Assume that M/f’(A) is secretly d-dimensional, Fix E >O and maple f,
and f2 from 43’ into M/G. Find approximate lifts ht and h2 from B2 to M/d(A) 
80 that 7~ o p-1 0 h, is within #e of fa for e = 1,2 where p is the natural projection 
map from M to kiiw-’ (A). By Lemma 1.8, approximations h; and c2 io hl and 
h2 CJUI be found 60 that {&(B2) n &(B’)) has dimension ed. These approximations 
can also be chosen so that w 0 p-’ 0 &e is within E of $c for e = 1,2. Let fi = 
* 0 p-l 0 &. Then fi(B2) nf21(B2) n A has dimension sd. 
Conversely, assume approximations can be found as in the statement of the 
corollary. Let t91= ((fl, I;) : B’+ M/n-‘(A) 1 f ,(B’) n f2(B2) has a l/i mapping to a 
finite d-complex). If it can be shown that e1 is dense and open in the space of all 
pairs of maps from B2 into M/K’(A), the Baire Category Theorem [7, p, 891 
together with Lemma 1.8 and [13, p, 1071 will imply that M/&(A) is secretly 
&dimensional, That 8, is open is clear. Fix E > 0 and maps fl and f2 front B2 into 
M/n-‘(A), Then ,W 0 p-l * 0 f* are approximable by mans h,, e = 1,2, so that 
hl{B2)n hz(B')n A has dimension <d. Approximate lifts& and f2 can bz chosen 
to S1 and h2 so that ~~(B2)n/&B2j Cp Q C’(Aj anQ so that {W op-1 &(B*)n 
An?r~p-‘o~~(B2)) has a l/ i niap to a finite d-complex [ 13, p. 1071. IT follows 
that fl(B2) n&B’) has a l/i map to a fiitite d-complex. 
compkxity of decomposition spa 
erties than another such space: Y wi 
. _ _ __ ,I_ _.. 
in 
2.6. 
mas{2,6 +1). @his result, along with Lmma L8 demo 
r~ the intrinsic dimemkm of a 
the dime&m of Ba images in the space. 
+he dimension ofthe nonmanifold pW of an intrinsic&y 
on space M/G, it is cleat that j
that even if j> d, ORE think of constructing M/O by using a 
decompositions ths& are secretly &dimensional and have nonmanifold part of 
dimen&on <d. In this sense, the intrinsic dimensiun of a decomposition space is 
better measure of the complexity of the spa= than the dimension of the nonmanifo!d 
PWt Of tk !!lpCe. 
Let G be an intrinsically d-dimerusional CE USC decompsitiorr of 
U M, n a 5, AS.WW that M/G has nonmanifold part Q of dimertskm 
e. Then there exists a C’E pasap Q :M + M/G which is I- 1 over M/G - Q arrd there 
exkts a d-dimensiwual FY set A = UT=, Ai such that p(N,) = each MIpl’(A,) is 
secretly d-dimenskwal and has nanmanifold patt of dimension (d, and Q = A. 
Ru& Since G is intrinsically d-dimensional, there c 
into Mf G with p(N,) having dimension d. Since Q is 
and thus Lemma 1,7, [12] and 114, p. 151 allow one: to assume p is l-t over 
M/G-Q. Let A =p(N”). Then 2 c Q because Q is; ckmdl, and Q c ii because 
Ad/G-d isamsnifo~d, So Q=d. LRt A,={aEAIdiam\eter (p-“(a))~l/i).Then 
each A1 is closed and A = U” 1 A,* ft fotlows immediately that MJp- ‘(A,) is secretly 
d-dimensional nd h nonmanifold part of dimension 
The following proposition relates the definition of secret dimension to the 
criterion set forth in 2.1. 
23. Let G be a CE USC decomposition of an n-manifold M, n ‘2: 5. ‘l%en 
G is secretly d-dimensional if and only if there exists a CE USC decomposition .H of 
M with lW/G WWfFi, and n&V& of dimeruion Ed. 
s directly f:om the definition of secret 
ume that a decomposition H exists as in the 
xists a GA set C containing 
@ is thus approximable by 
the id t forth in 2.2. 
am alternate d&Son of property DDk. Part o:f the 
me that M/G Dk. Let {Hi, l), P(i, 2), * . . , P(i9 k)}, 1 e i c m 
a cmuntabk collection of k-tuples of su Of B2 chosen so that: 
(? 1 fcx each i, P(i9 j) A (i, l)=Qfor j# 
C!) CSiven diitinct pain XI,. . . , xk E B2, there ex an index i so that xi 8 P(i, j), 
h (P(n, j)) = 8). at H,, is open in the space of atIf 
from B’ into M/G is ar. Since M/G DDk, e,, is a&~~ den%. It 
aire Category Thmrem 17, p. 891 that nr_I & is dense in the 
R2 into M/G+, Any map 2 in nT_, & has the prc@e*;f that 
‘(x)} is <k for each x in M/G. 
ations can always be f;Qund. Choose e MI and 
arcs u(e) joining fc(dB2) tojTI+l(5B2) for 1 s c < 
(k -I) 60 .I, C13, p. 
y of d~ension 
of such approximation 
The following theorem shows that cellular decompodritions areprecisely thOse 
CE decommitions atkfying DD,. 
‘IIWKWO 33. Let G be a CE use decomposition of an n+uanifoki’ 
ci is cellular if and only if Ml G satisfies DD&. 
Pmof. Assume that M/G satisfies DD,, 7%’ _E o!!O,ws One to verify that points in 
M/G sztii; McMillan’s Ceiiuiarity Criterion [Zl]. This is equivalent o point 
preimages ~tisfying the Cellularity Cititerion in A4 It follows from [21] that G is 
Celllllar. 
Conversely, assume that Cr is oeliular. Fix E and maps fr, f2,. . . :I?*-+ M/G. 
Find a countable number of open n-ceils Ci, i , in M SO that: 
(1) given any g E G and any open set U containing , there exists Ome Cd with 
g”C+U,and 
(2) each *(Cd) has diameter <is. 
Now, approximate lifts gd to h can be fOund so that gr(B2) n C, = 8, and so chat 
p(fr, 97 0 Ed) < 8. It f0iiOm that n:, w 0 gI(~*) = 0. 
The next two prOpositions provide ways of detecting 
certain %&decompositions” of a given decOmpositiOn. 
the DDk properties 
BOORS 3.4. Let G be a CE USC decomposition of an n-manifold M and let 
e a countable dense collection of maps ftom B* into M/G so that for any k 
distinct maps gl, . . . , gk in S, n;_ 1 a@*) = 0. Then for any compact subset A of 
flml fi(B*), M/n-‘(A) sarisj5es DDk-1. 
Prwf. The hypotheses imply that 
hl,...,hk-l:B*-+ G “i;; hj(B2)nAnf.(B2)=0), Iseem, 
I i=l 
is dense and open in the space Of aI (k - II)-tuples of maps from @ into M/G. If 
(h %, . . . , h&En;Y, O* then nk-’ I_ 1 hj(S2) n A = 8. The Baire Category Theorem 
such (k - I)-tu les we dense. Lemma 1.7 then implies that v-l(A) 
k-l* 
ssentially intersecting 
IO11 directly Lemma 1.7. 
R 
DDI, fm scme & in a n@hborhood of a 
the relationship between 
4.1. Let G be cx 
at x E M/G if tkre e 
5, [ 123 implia that A&G - Q(2) is precisely 
(kb= Qtk + 1). 
B 5.5, L,t?r G be CI CE USC iiecompmition of an n-manifihl M. Then MJG 
.wtisfia.r DDk if and only if M/G satisfies DDk at each point x of M/G. 
e forward implication is obvious. Assume that M/C satisfies DDk at 
x of M/G. Then at ecbch point x, there exists an open set V(x) su& that 
t of the space of all k-tuples of maps from B* into M/G. 
of such sets V(x) cover M/G, the Bake Category 
satisfies DDk. 
ition of as n-manifold M, n 3 5. Then 
if there &sts an open set V, x E V, 
p from into G with 
Pm& ‘FMS follows from an ~argument similar to that presented inLemma 1.k 
r&7. Let S(d) {x E M/G 1 M/G is secretly d-dimensional tx}. 
ltes&tk 4s. S(d) is open, S(d)c S(d + l), and M/G - S(-1) is precisely the 
ammanifold part of M/G. 
lptopasitEee 4.9. tet G be a CE USC decomposition of un n-manifold M, nS 3+ 5. nest 
M/G-is secretly d-dimensional if and only if Mf G is secretly d-dimensional at cnch 
point ax of Mf G. 
PNM& me forward implication is again obvious. Assume that M/G is secretly 
d-dimensions? ateach point x. Then Lemma 4.6 implies that there is a countable 
cover of M/G by open sets V(l), V(2), . . . such that @(i)={(f&:B2-) 
M/GIft[B2) rl f&3*) n V(i) has dimension sd} is a dense Ga set in the space of 
all maps from B* into M/G. An application of the Baire. Category Thwrem along 
with Lemma i .8 then implies that M/G is secretly d-dimensional. 
The following thewem providas a structure on cellular decomposition spwes 
that leads in the next section to a more precise description of the relationship 
between intrinsic dimension and the general position properties. 
T’hewem 4.10. Let G be a CE USC decomposition of an n-,mtanifold M, n 2 5. Then 
there exists a cc;:arttable collection of maps ,Y= (fi) from B2 into M/G dense in the 
space of all maps fnd:? B2 into M/G satisfying: 
(A) If V is an open subset of Mf G over which MJG is secretly d-dimensional, 
theR for i + j, fi(B2) nfr(B2) n V has dimension sd. 
(B) If V is an open subset of M/G over which M/G is secretly d-dimensional, 
then fat each i, fr(B2) II V has dimension Gmax{2, d + 1). 
(C) If Vis an open subset of M/G over which G satisfies D&r then {UT=, f ,-I (x ,) 
has cardinal&y <PC for each x in V. 
f. Let hl, hZ, . . . be a countable dense subset in the space of maps from BZ 
into M/G. Approximations fj - limj,a h(i, j) will be found to h,f, 1 s i < m, SO that 
P& hi)< l/2’, and so that Y= {fi} satisfies the conclusiors of the theorem. The 
following steps are needed. 
hich M/G satisfies DDk as Uy=, Q(k, i), 
sent the disjoint union of a countable number of 
e a coarrntabk collec- 
hosen so that if xl3 . e . , XI are 
lati0ns of B2, with the mesh 
there exists a cwntable 
set 
G6 sets V(d)c S(d),,so that the 
le by a CE map p which id 1-l over 
.- W. Then p and W’ have the requir& properties. 
(7) p(h(i.‘j + l)), h(& j))*r. 1,‘2”‘. 
(j) and on h(i, j)“‘(M/G- W,), and all further 
B that the limit maps premve thiit~ property. (It is 
8, Theorem 3.31, mps f :B2+ M/G 
t& in the space of all maps f’wn R2 into M/G.) 
6 j9 h (a, j) or) h(@, j) n S(d, y) has a 1 /j map to a finite d-complex 
we chosen so that the limit maps preserve this 
S<j, li D(a,,@)={D(a,/3, l),. . ..D(a,&a)} is such that 
W(l), i)lD(a, B, 1) A h(i(Z), i)lt)(a, #4 21 l l * n 
and all further approximations are ch-n so 
). Tkn (7) guarant that {fr} is dense in the space of 
ees that (A) hoIds. By an argument 
antees that @3) holds. And finally, 
is completes the proof. 
leorem 4.10 implies that 
In particular, if x E 
. ,L 
Roof, Fixe~O.Li4t~~beanopenneighbarh~ofwoftiiameter<s.EetY={fi} 
be as iri Theerem 4.20. Find maps gl, l . . , gk_1 in 9 and S > 0 such that ail s 
apptoximatiim&, ,. * = ) &-I pi3 g1 , . L . , g&f, have the pPOpr@ that nk: &(B’) # 8. 
In add&kin, re&ire that f&r each i, I G i s k i 1, g&B’) CJ K Then Propositions 35 
and 3.6 bqdy that &t/9~“(g&9~)) satisfies DDk-l bu* not DDk_..2k 
Prqo&k 552. Let G be a CE use decomposition of un n-manifold 
that M/b satis&s DDa But not 
n 35 such 
DD k-1. Then there &st compact sets Ai, 16 i < 00, 
Ai c Ai+l, with the closure of (UT=, Ai) - M/G, and M/v*‘(Ai) satisfying DDa-I 
but not DD k-2 for each i. 
Proof. Let c4p ={JJ as in Theorem 4.10. Assume without loss of EFnerality that f 1 
is part of an essentially intersecting (k - I)-tupte from +K Let Ai = Ui 9 l fi (B 2). Then 
ProposWns 3.5 and 3.6 im@l$ the result. 
Remark 5.3. The last two propositions give a precise picture of atbe way in whi ;h 
spaces that satisfy DDk but not DD k-1 arise. In the sense of criterion 2.2 they 
show that such decompositions are more complex than those satisfying DDkel but 
not DDk-.2. These propositions also indicate how such qaces might be constructed. 
These ideas are used in [ 161. 
Lem~~a S.4. Let G be a CE USC decomposition of an n-manifold M, n 3 5. Let V 
be an open set at which M/G satisfies DDk. Then one can require the set 9’from 
‘l7teorem 4.10 to, satisfy the additional property that if (gl, . . . , gk-1) is any (k - 
I)-tuple from ,P, then [In;:; gi(B2)] n V is Q-dimensional. 
Proof. Sp = {fi} is a countable dense subset of the space of maps from B2 into M/G, 
so that for each x E V, {uTW, fl’ (n)} hrui cartiinality less than k. In particular, if
cg1, . . . , gk-.L) is any (k - 2).tuple from Y”: thera (r)::: gi(B”)) n CT is the (at most) 
2 to 1 image of the (at most) &dimensional set gr’([f-$z,” gi(B*)]n V), and so is 
of dimension ~3. 
Then [4, p. 891 allows one t\D further require that fi’ (f--I::; gi(B*) n V) is 
O-dimensional for any other fi in 9. By successively approximating the maps in J%’ 
quke that if (gI, . . . , gk: -1) is any 
is O-dimensional. It folfiows that 
is O-dimensional set a 
is a O-dimensional &set. Let p be a CE map ltion M canto M/o SJ tl~-i;r(N~;lh ;o;i’ 
has dimension d. By an argument simihu to that presented in [ 121, it is% possible 
to choose a basis (V,}z:t for V so that fdr each i, 
II. ,/ ., 
(i) iKJi has dimension - I, 
(ii) aUi np(N,) has dimension sd - 1, and 
(iii) XJ, n C = 0. 
Ah, V - I,J_ 1 a LJi is O-dimensional. 
Condition (iii) and Lemma 1.7 imply that each M/w-‘(aUi) ~&is&a l?Dkyl: SO 
it suffices to fin<! some i SO that M/C’(WJ is intrinsically .(d -,l)~~~q@o~~& 
Assume this is not possible. ?‘hen, each pair of maps (fi , f~) : BZ + M/G is apfiroxi- 
mable (by Corollarv 1.9) by pairs (!I, f2) sslch thz@ t%e dimem+ of-[E(&n 
jz(B*) n (Uz 1 aLJi!i is <el! -2. It fol%ows that the dime&x?i .qf f&3),~f&?) ~1 V 
is Gd- 1. This contradicts the fact that M/G is intfinsically &Simensiona! at r. 
This completes the proof. 
The following is a restatement of the C&Ii-Like Approximation Theorem using 
the terminaloQq of this paper. 
CE Appmximrrtfon Tkmtem :12]. Let G be a CE USC decompmitih of an n- 
mmifoid M, n 2 5, such that M/G is ao ANR. P’hen M/G satisfies D& if and 
only if G is intrinsically I - 1).dimensional. 
Thg. next proposition generalizes one implication of this theorem. That the 
convene is not trtle is shown by the examples of [16]. 
e~~ern 5.7. Let G be Q CT? WC decompositim of an n-manifold M, pt zs 5, such 
that M/G is an APR. If M/G satisfies DDk, then G is secretly (k - 3).dimmsimal. 
f, Note that G satisfies DD, since it satisfies DDk, and so by Theorem 
3.3, G is cellular. proof will proceed by induction. The case k = 2 Xol&~ws frlbm 
ins:ion Theorem. Let k = 3 and a e ,!?’ is 8s in ??heorem 4.10, 
~~~n~ion~~ set aed +a is, of 
t one CGZI require in addition that 
Table I lists the msible types of cellular decomposition spaces for an n-manifold 
M, 1~2 a 5, a&wed by Theorem 5.7 and by other known results. There are no entries 
in column yt bkcfru~ ~lh&u decompositions are secretly (n - I)-dimensional. ‘?or 
a proof of this wt& known fact, see [23, p. 271 or [15, p. 681. See [lO] for exampies 
in columns 0 throngh (n -2). R. J. Daverman and the author also have examples 
in column (n - 1). .There are examples of spaces of each entry in column 0 [16]. 
Tabie I. Let M be au n-manifold, n b 5. If 6 is a nonshrinkable cellular 
deconamition af M Qf intrinsic dimension d satisfying DDk but not 
DDk+ then d and k must be ia one of the following relationships. 
?; 0 1 2 l .* “* (n-2) (n-1) n 
3 X 
4 X X 
5 X X x a 
n-t? X X X .*. . . . X 
n-j-2 X X X l *- l ** X X 
n+3 X X X 9.’ m*. X X 
n 4-4 X X X .*. .,. x X 
. . * . e 0 
. * . . ..O .v. . . 
. . . . I . 
0 x X X ..’ . . . x X 
,- .\ .: _ : , s 
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